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IN 1961,

which makes this year,

in Maya terms, its Katun anniversaryof twenty years. During these twenty
years, the occasion has never arisen for me to speak in public about the
book. Being.a man not prone to autobiography,and who will go out of his
way to avoid looking in a mirror,I have paid little attentionto the reception
of the book. Here, however, on this anniversary,I hope to look back over
the reviews, to note the changes in the book'spublic and its author.
I was surprised, while I was preparingthis lecture, to notice how,
among my friends who had read the book, a division into two groups
appeared. Both groups are equally discerning and educated and, as far as I
can tell, equal in numbers. One group is eager to say that they don't understand a word of it, and there are artists and historiansamong them. Those
of the other group declare that they understandit all on first reading,
without difficulty.
Of course I believe them both, withoutknowingthe combinationthat
separates them so sharply.Perhapsdistinctive and contrastingfeatures in
their comprehensionof works of art are responsible. What I say speaks to
some, but not to others. Some are ready and others are not. But when both
someday find that they agree in understandingit, that day may be its last as
a book alive in the dissension over its intelligibility.
In what follows, it seems best to limit my remarksto printed reviews
and essays that are more in disagreementthan in accord with the book. In
this way the more searching objections to my argumentare chosen.
The most exact and critical review that has appeared in this country is
Priscilla
Colt, then at the Dayton Art Museum.' She notes five principal
by
positions of the book which are at variance with entrenched practice in art
history.These are:
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1. the need to bring together again the history of science and the
history of art;
2. the irrelevance, to the purposefulnature of artistic invention, of
metaphorsof biology and cyclical happening;
3. the inadequacy of biographicaland narrativeapproaches to the
linkages among works of art;
4. the unnecessary severing of meaning from form in the conflict
between iconologists and formalists;and
5. the static nature of the concept of style as a means of classification.
Priscilla Colt then provides a summaryof the book so concise that I
have nothing to change in it, nor would I do it better. A close paraphraseof
her analysis of the essential content is in order for those who have not read
the book. She speaks first of seriation and change, then of time, and then of
duration.
As to their seriation, works of art, like tools and inventions, are
(among other things) purposeful solutions to problems. Once the problem is
identified, the various solutions-which compose a class of forms-reveal
themselves as related to one another in a temporalsequence-which is the
formal sequence.
Change occurs in linked sequences or series, depending on whether
viewed from within or without, respectively. Change seems to obey a rule of
series, although interferencesfrom images and meanings may distort the
process. Within each sequence, prime objects and vast masses of replicas
are to be discovered. Prime objects, described as inventions possessing
prime traits, remotely comparableto mutantgenes, are capable of generating change. They result in copies and variants, which also generate change
throughminute variants.
The propagationof things is carried on throughinvention and replication in time. Durationhas differentrates. It cuts into differentlengths, and
it displays differentkinds of shapes.
Although cultural history has no adequate theory of time, a distinction
is apparentbetween fast and slow happening. Thus artistic careers interrelate with societal phases: the full range of artistic careers can unfold only in
metropolitanconditions. There a wide selection of active sequences is
available. These make fast happening possible. At the other extreme, slow
happening or casual drift occurs in provincial or tribal settings, where nonprofessionals and artisans engage in routine and repetitive actions.
Durationsfollow several differentshapes. The morphologyof duration
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includes continuous classes, arrested classes, extended series, wandering
series, as well as guided and self-determiningsequences.
Several formal sequences may coexist within one object and, it
follows, within a given present. Each may have a differentsystemic age.
These ages, as opposed to absolute age, are determined to be early or late
in a formal sequence by their positions. A complex form, such as a cathedral, will contain traits belonging to differentsequences and having different
systemic ages, like any other organizationof matter.Such would be a mammal, of which the blood and nerves are of differentbiological antiquities.

2. "Toward a Reductive Theory of Style," in The Concept
of Style, ed. Berel Lang (Philadelphia, 1979).
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As a critic of my arguments, Priscilla Colt notes three unclear formulations. She asks, How does one meaningfullyidentify an artistic
problem? My proposal was that the solutions disclose the problem, but she
regardsthe form class only in terms of "traitsor trait clusters," as many
anthropologicalarchaeologistsdo.
Another of her questions is whether style is precluded by sequences in
time. My opinion that style is instantaneous, or synchronic, ratherthan
diachronic, has been extended in an article that appeared in 1979.2
Priscilla Colt is also disturbed by ghostly "primeobjects," which
cannot be found and whose existence to me is no more tangible than that of
the particles of nuclear physics, known only by the disturbances they
cause. This concept of the prime object has puzzled many readers, and
questions about it are more frequent than about any other aspect.
In theory, being originally in the maker'smind, no prime object exists
in its pristine state. They all have been altered in actuality, and they suffer
the accidents of time, being known only by indirection, like stars vanishing
in supernovaexplosions. This sounds like astrophysics, which is a field
thickly populated with radical theories that are beyond proof. Black holes
were first named by Archibald Wheeler in 1973. These are small, superdense stellar corpses, which destroy matterby gravitationaldissolution,
removing informationfrom the universe. Their opposites, however, are white
holes, from which new mattererupts, endowed with color, texture, and
chemical composition. Their existence as mathematicalcreatures, or objects, was first postulated in 1964, and today white holes are regardedas
time-reversed black holes, renewing the universe, although none has ever
been registered by observation, however indirect. They are prefigured,
however, in the Manichaeanuniverse of light springing from darkness.
Thus, my idea about prime objects is less mathematicaland more
historical than white holes, but, like them, prime objects may be constructs
necessary to understandingthe processes which they may have originated.
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Another of my respected critics is Jan Bialostocki, the professorof
history of art in Warsawat the Universityand the National Museum. He
caused a Polish translationwhich I am told is excellent to be published in
Warsaw.Bialostocki began his long review by observing that, since the
1920's, "arthistorians [have] hardly felt the need to concentrateon principles, to revise concepts, or to discuss ends and means of the discipline,"
leaving these tasks to others, such as aestheticians, philosophers, and art
critics.3 He notes the difficultiesof the tasks facing them as being, in his
words, "the revolutionin all concepts of the idea of the work of art."His
second point is that the old "problemsof symbolism, of perspective, and of
representationin general"have become "closed problems,"which we are no
longer "inside," but "outside."In his third point he states the need for art
historians to find "pointsof view fromwhich the whole world of human art
can be grasped as a visual manifestationof human history."His fourth
recommendationis that art historianstake into account not only the visual
form of things, but also "theirutility, function and importanceas vehicles of
communication."On this point Bialostocki underestimatesmy concern with
these aspects of meaning, which I have developed furtherin papers on the
representationof historical time and on the concept of style.4 His fifth and
final wish is that art historians pursue "the expression of individuality"that
characterizesevery majorwork of art.
Having stated his ideas about the properactivities of art historians
today, Bialostocki begins his criticism of my positions. He is opposed to
what he calls the "deterministicflavor"of my argument,as when the
Renaissance seems to antedate the participationof its artists. According to
his reading of my argument, "universalgeniuses" are demoted to the status
of well-preparedindividuals who have had the luck to make "goodentrances." My plea, however, is only for anotherhierarchyamong artists, and
not for the precedence of the Renaissance over its makers. He also suspects
a determinism in my remarksabout periods, though he overlooks my
repeated insistence on the coexistence of various styles. Their appearance
at the same time and place, in recurrenteclectic movements and periods,
is closer to randomorderthan to historical determinism.
Bialostocki is ready to admit the theoreticalvalidity of separatingwhat
I call prime objects from replications. Still he finds it difficult, as do other
art historians, to use these terms in historical situations drawnfrom the
Mediterraneanworld. On this point, however,Erwin Panofskywrote to me
in 1962 that he thoughtthe book "achieves the apparentlyimpossible, to
prove that strictly historical methods can be applied to materialwhich, on
the face of it, would not seem to have any history."He referred, of course,
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also note 2.
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to my discussion of pre-Columbianart, which I will take up later.
Bialostocki'smain difference with me is over the importanceof iconographic studies. Then and now morphologyhas occupied a minorrole in
art history, where it has been seen as the "mereformalism"of iconographers and social historians who were more interested in writinghistorywith
images than in discovering the intrinsic languages of those images. Yet,
these discoveries require morphologicalas well as iconographicalanalysis.
Later in the 1960's it began to appear that meanings could be extracted
from archaeologicalfinds, even when no writtentexts are known from their
own time.5 Since then, the belief that morphologyand iconographyrequire
simultaneous study has gained wider acceptance, for the determinationof
intended meaning emerges from exact formaldescription as much as from
the writings of a particulartime. Visual form is intrinsic, whereas written
evidence is adherentand extrinsic.
Boris Andre Nakov is a Bulgarianscholar of nineteenth- and twentieth-centuryart, living in Paris. His preface to the French edition, which
he sponsored, is entitled "Pourun nouvelle methodologie."6In it he notes
the "conceptuallethargy"among art historians, "in which they are like
powerless witnesses to the burial of their own myth."He contraststhe situations after 1920 in Russia and Germany,before "totalitarianbureaucracy,"
and after 1935 in the United States. While Panofskysaid that the United
States had become, at Europe'sexpense, the new home of the history of art
in these years, James Ackerman of Harvardexpressed his concern in 1958
about the impotence of American art history with respect to theory.
Nakov'scriticisms are directed primarilyagainst a similar conformist
traditionamong French art historianstoday. His views were contested by
Andre Chastel of the College de Francein a review of the French edition.7
Chastel questions the relevance of a "historyof things." This is a veiled
thrust against the "objectalorder"defined by Jean Baudrillard's"Systeme
des choses" in 1968. Baudrillard'swork parallels mine, and it comes from
the camp of the social sciences under the direction of AbrahamMoles.8
Chastel criticizes the "naive polemic" of Nakov'sintroduction,but
Chatel'sown review is also polemic in the traditionof the chef d'ecole, or
party chief, who is writingto discipline insubordinatevoices in his territory.
Giovanni Previtali is a Marxistart historianof late Medieval Italian
painting. He lives in Florence and teaches in Siena, where he has been
dean of the faculty of philosophy and letters. Having commissioned the
Italian translation, he wrote a long introductionfor it, which began with an
analysis of Priscilla Colt'scritique.9Previtali reduces her comments to three
questions that he regardsas central. First, how can we identify an artistic
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problem and reconstructfrom it a form class? Second, how can we identify
a prime object? Third, how can we reconstructa sequence originatingin
prime objects, which cannot be found?
He argues that all three questions are contained in the first, to which
his answer is that an artistic problem is revealed only by an experience of
art and its problems. This experience, he asserts, cannot be separated from
the historical concept of style, which he compares to the syntactic structure
of language. He also reaffirmsthe biological metaphorof styles as being
born, evolving, surviving, and dying. Previtali makes use of the book's
reception in Italian Marxistcircles to expose the situation of the history of
art in Italy as being reduced, among its anime belle, to only two methods,
attributionismand iconology.
Ad hominem, he claims that being an American has eased my escape
from humanistic culture (which, in parentheses, I would deny) and from
Hegelian idealism (by which I was never captured, again in parentheses).
My escape, he says, took me into a domain of scientific ratherthan humanistic culture, among anthropologists,linguists, and sociologists, which
Previtali rightly regards as a widened horizon.
Also ad hominem is his opinion that the "entrance,"good or bad, of an
artist has to do with "success." I disagree, being of the opinion that the two
terms correspond to distinct domains of internal and external performance.
According to Previtali, the alleged success of my book was a phenomenon
of "good entrance," preparedby a long series of forerunners.He names
Bergson, Nietzsche, Riegl, and Pinder. Also, Ackerman, whose complaint
about the absence of an American theory of art, created, in his words, a
"shortcut"to my success. Bergson, Nietzsche, and Riegl are mighty names,
and my success has been fortunatelyunnoticed by most of my colleagues.
Whether it was a good entrance is anotherquestion, which will not be
cleared for a long time, if ever, because such entrances become apparent
only very slowly.
On the other hand, Previtali approves of my conversion of genius into
entrance. He also defends the idea of sequence, which he says has descended from Alois Riegl and is in opposition to romanticidealizations of
genius. Yet Bialostocki, speaking within similar dialectical assumptions,
objects to my sequencing forms as obscuring creativityby overstressing
intention and overlookingindividuality.More Marxistis Previtali'spreference for thinking of artists as "leaders"ratherthan "precursors,"who have
the aura of prophets. He also regards my discussion of "aesthetic fatigue"
(exhaustingthe resources of a pattern of artistic possibilities) as an evasion
of those economic pressures favored in Marxismas being complete explana-
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tions of historical change.
Joyce Brodsky is a historian of medieval and modern art who rejects
"simple forms of positivism"and the "prevalentcyclical-biological evolutionary system of analysis." She considers my work to be a scheme of "art
as a system of formal relations like a language."'0She also sees it as
paralleling, in her words, "semiotics and structuralismin their attempts to
correlate all human patterns into a system of intelligible signs."
Her main criticism is with my use of the words "convention"and
"invention,"for which she would substitute "continuity"and "discontinuity,"
instead. This, she claims, would avoid the pejorativeconnotationof "convention" and would free artistic invention from what she calls "association
with inventions or useful objects." Her wish is to center both method and
theory, as she says, "in the inherent conservatismnot only endemic to all
cultures, periods, schools, but to individual style as well." I would agree,
but only to the point at which traditioninvites dissent, perhaps in the eighteenth century. Thereafterit would be unhistoricalto overlook the polarity
between convention and invention in the history of European art.
As to the history of art in preindustrialsocieties, no art historian has
commented on the relation of The Shape of Time to my studies of American
antiquity.These topics are the same as those of pre-Columbianart in Mesoamerica and the Andean area. It is a field dominated by anthropologists.
The Shape of Time and Art and Architecturein AncientAmerica were in
progress simultaneouslyafter 1958, and the two books appeared in the same
year, 1962.
The task of adjustingthe data and theories of anthropologyto the
humanistic methods of art history mirrorsthe task of adapting the history
of art to the Americanists' data. Thus both books were generated by the
methodologicaldifferences between the study of ancient American material
culture and the humanistic traditionsof Old Worldphilological research.
The fields could be bridged only by using humanistic methods, by selecting
American objects that would satisfy the needs of anthropologistsby displaying the cognitive values of the complex urban societies of ancient America.
Hence the general work, Art and Architectureof AncientAmerica, became
an art historical critique of anthropology,as GordonWilley observed in his
review." The Shape of Time, on the other hand, was a critique of the history
of art from a point of view shaped in part by anthropologicalmethods.
Throughoutthese twenty years, painters, musicians, architects, and
sculptors have read The Shape of Time. Though they have not often written
about it, they have quoted it frequently,thus acknowledgingthat aspect of
the book that Bialostocki called "somethingof the quality of a work of art."
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Their appreciation may be related to their being released, as artists, from
the rigid hierarchies enshrined by the textbook industryor, as it was once
expressed, the "pigeon-holesof art history."
The late Ad Reinhardt, who was exceptional in committinghis opinions to the printed page, wrote an article which is more about artists than
about historians.'2He began with two premises. First, "every artist, fine or
free," as he put it, has to know and forget art history in favorof "art-as-art";
and, second, art history as taught in our "university-academies"has something wrongwith it. Reinhardtthen asks twenty-eightquestions dealing with
his idea of the failure of the history of art. In one he asks how it should be
taught; in others he inquires about true and false arts. Anotherquery concerns "post-historic"art. Twentieth-centuryart and the reassessment it
enforces of both past and future art are uppermostin his mind. He is also
concerned about the neglect of non-European.artby today'sartists.
Quotingfrom Bialostocki'sreview (withoutmentioninghim by name),
he calls my book a "manifesto,"and declares that it has "somethingof the
quality of a work of art." Reinhardtthen lists from memorythirteen passages from the book as being worththe attentionof artists. One, from T. S.
Eliot, is wronglygiven to me; others show some rearrangement;and none is
further explained.l3
His final questions are about what he calls "the shape-up of our time."
He angrily denounces the interferenceof commercialinterests and notes the
difficulties for the artist of what he calls "gettingin and coming out," especially with so much stress placed on "comingout." He also laments the
lack of solidarity among aritsts, "who do nothingfor the hungry and naked
among them." Finally he predicts, and here he echoes Henri Focillon's
reflections on style, that "artists'future states and works will be states and
works of conscience." His renvoiis enigmatic: "The first word of an artist is
against artists. The first word of an art historianis against art historians."I
suppose he means by this that artists and art historians should join together
instead of opposing one another.
Youngercontemporariesof Reinhardt'sare the minimalists Robert
Morrisand Robert Smithson. Smithsonwrote in 1966 about his views on the
relation of sculpture to iconography.14Paraphrasinghim, I understandhis
argumentas follows: Sculpture is more than iconographyor iconology.
Its power to suggest both space and time is inaccessible to ordinarymeaning by being self-referential, absolute, and primal. In this account of his
work he acknowledges a debt to my book.
Robert Morrisenlarges on Smithson'sremarksin anotherdirection,
when he notes that the nineteenth-centuryfaith in "creativeevolution,"a

12. "Art vs. History," Art
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62.
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slogan borrowedfrom biological science, is being overcome among artists
by metaphorsfrom physical science.15
Siegfried Kracauer,the sociologist, was writinga book on historiograwhen
he died in 1966. It appearedwith an introductionby Paul Kristelphy
ler, in 1969, as History,the Last Things beforethe Last.16Kracauerwas concerned with the discrepancy between general and specialized history. His
sixth chapter, entitled "Ahasuerus,or the Riddle of Time," is about the
dilemma between all time and pieces of "shaped"time, or between the sequence of all happenings in a given period and the sequences specific to
any one area or tradition;in short, between universal and special histories.
As to the special characterof history of art, Kracauercites Paul Valery,who
wrote in 1906 that general history "leaves chaos unpenetrated,"while a
"comprehensibleseries" shows that "every event is the child of another
event." In all general history,"every child seems to have a thousand fathers
and vice versa."17
Kracauerthen relates how Henry Focillon, following Valery,wrote La
Vie des Formesin 1933 to display, as Kracauerputs it, an inherent logic in
the unfolding of art forms.18In the same passage, Kracauerspeaks of the
concept of "shaped time," which he relates to Focillon'sthoughtand that of
Levi-Straussin La PenseeSauvage, as the Focillon-Kublerproposition.
Kracauerrephrases this concept and describes, instead, sequences of phenomena that bring out various aspects of problemsoriginatingwith some
need. Hence the "date"is less relevant than "age,"which is position in a
sequence. Each sequence evolves on its own schedule among other, different sequences. Kracauerstates that the sequence may "fall into the same
period but differ in age." (BarbaraRose, the New Yorkart critic, has written
of this argumentas a "transhistoricalattitude.")Kracauerfurtherobserves
that the theory of shaped time is also "valid for history in general"and over
a variety of areas of history,if it is assumed that "the events in each single
area follow each other accordingto a sort of immanentlogic." These intelligible sequences unfold at differenttimes and "as a march of many times,
more than as a single Marchof time," in Kracauer'swords.
In conclusion, I am glad as an old student of Henri Focillon'sand as
the American translatorof his Vie des Formes(1934) to speak of the large
authorityhis work has commandedin the United States. Twenty-fiveyears
later his book was a point of departurefor mine. Anotherpoint: Focillon's
propositionin 1934 that shifting meanings attach to constant forms, and
vice versa, later found its historical development in the United States with
Erwin Panofsky's"principleof disjunction,"as described in his book,
Renaissanceand Renascences.'9Throughit, Focillon'spropositionhas
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affected anthropologicalthinking in Europe and America, where its relevance to the criticism of ethnological analogy became apparent.
At intersections like these, the history of art may find renewal and
expansion of its dangerouslydesiccated procedures. Without benefit of a
general theory of man-made objects, the history of art becomes each decade
more and more restricted to the interests of art collectors and museums.
While profitingfrom enrichment by other methods at many such intersections, historians of art can give valuable service by providinga humanistic translationand use for the data of the social sciences. These sciences,
likewise, require renewal and nourishmentfrom the study of works of art
as such.
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